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Recommendation for recruiting and retaining a diverse workforce

Access to work

• Revise current processes for assigning work to ensure equal 
access to on-the-job hours for women and people of color

• Allow apprentices to rotate out of jobs (after a certain amount of 
time) that require long hours, are far from home, not ideal 
schedules, do not provide opportunities to learn the skills of the 
trade, or are otherwise not a good fit

Recruitment of a diverse workforce

• Expand pathways into the trades via pre-apprenticeship (e.g. 
Oregon Tradeswomen, Constructing Hope)

Harassment on the job

• Revise employer policies and practices and provide training to 
all workers (e.g. RISE Up)

• Provide a system for reporting harassment and discrimination 
across job sites

Access to training

• Promote training and mentoring through employer policies and 
practices 

• Provide training to apprentices and their mentors (e.g. 
Mentorship Matters) 

Address apprentices’ financial and non-financial needs for support

• Provide support for apprentices, ideally “wrap around” services 
with a single point of contact (e.g. Oregon Workforce 
Development Program) 

• Financial support (ready items, childcare, gas and travel, 
hardship funds)

• Non-financial support (e.g. one-on-one mentoring, support 
groups, referral to sources of support within and outside the 
trades)



Percent and Number of Apprentices Completing a Pre-Apprenticeship by 
Race/Ethnicity and Gender, 2008-2019
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Percent of Workers on the Green Dot for the Trades Pilot Site Reporting 
Bystander Interventions (Among Workers Who Perceived They Had the 
Opportunity to Intervene) in the Last Month, Waves 1-4

At wave four, 63% of workers 
who reported having the 
opportunity to intervene 
reported an intervention (38% 
of all workers reported an 
intervention).
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Mean Number of Times Workers on the Green Dot for the Trades Pilot 
Site Reported Observing Any Type of Harassing Behavior on the Job Site 
in the Last Month, Waves 1-4 
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At wave four, workers reported 
observing an average of almost 
seven instances of harassing 
behavior in the last month 
(77% of workers reported 
seeing any harassing behavior 
in the last month).



Mentorship Matters for Sound Transit (Seattle, WA)

What apprentices learned:
Be a better apprentice by asking questions
Take constructive criticism and have a good 
attitude about it
Positive communication helps us respect each 
other better

What journeyworkers/foremen learned:
Give apprentices the right information
Importance of feedback
Communication and feedback between  
journeyworkers and apprentices is a two 
way street

I guess the key is using positive reinforcement instead of yelling at apprentices. 
(Journeyworker) 
I think to retain employees, it's important that people are comfortable when they come into a 
new job and that people mentor them and teach them. People don't really spend a lot of time 
to mentor [apprentices] before it's like, “Hey, you sink or swim.”... it can't be a hostile work 
environment, you know? (Journeyworker) 





Percent and Number of Apprentices in Highway Trades Receiving Services 
From the Oregon Construction Workforce Development Program by 
Race/Ethnicity and Gender, 2008-19 Cohorts
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Percent of Apprentices in Highway Trades Completing On-Time by 
Race/Ethnicity and Gender and Receipt of Services,  2008-2013
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Marginal Effects of Receiving Services on On-Time Completion of Highway 
Apprenticeship by Race/Ethnicity and Gender, 2008-13 Cohorts
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Apprentices need additional support on how to…

• Stay consistently employed
• Budget, apply for unemployment, and access other financial supports within and outside 

the trades
• Buy and care for tools, clothing, and PPE
• Deal with harassment and discrimination, including advice about how to communicate 

with the employer, apprenticeship program, and/or union about it
• Access mentorship and on-the-job training, including advice about how to communicate  

with the employer, apprenticeship program, and/or union about it  (and ask for a rotation 
if needed)
• Communicate  with the employer, apprenticeship program, and/or union about the 

challenges of working out of town (and ask for a rotation if needed)



The impact of non-financial support

I went to every single [Oregon Tradeswomen] social hour I could manage in the first 
several years of my apprenticeship because I needed their help. I almost quit. Between 
Oregon Tradeswomen and one of my very favorite people in the [trade] union, I stayed 
(white woman, completed, 2020 interview).
I will say that Penny [Painter, Program staff] was the most amazing person, that if it wasn't 
for her, I wouldn't have stayed in the construction industry, to be a hundred percent honest 
(Black man, completed, 2020 interview). 
[Penny has] been in the trades for a long time. And speaking with another woman that can 
give you the insight into working with other people, how to protect your gear, how to take 
care of it, and just being mindful of the gift that is given because it is a huge thing. Also, she 
was very informative of reminding us of different other supports that are out there. (Black 
woman, terminated, 2020 interview)
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